








































97-20 April 16, 1897 ' Daytime Hear Springfield, Missouri Type B

W. H. Hopkins, 50, wrote to the Post-Dispatch to tell of his experience
with the airship. In the hills east of Springfield he discovered in a valley
a vessel similar to the airship shown in the Post-Dispatch a few days" ago",
resting on 4 legs and with 2 horizontal & 1 vertical propeller wheels. It was
about 20 ft long * 8 ft wide, the propellers about 6 ft in diameter. Near it
waa a beautiful girl with long blonde hair, rather under medium size, wearing

^nothing but a band of jewels around her forehead; she was picking flowers "with
exclamations of delight in a language I could not understand", « fanning herself
with a fan, though to Hopkins the air was not warm. In the shade of the vessel
lay a man of noble proportions & majestic countenance", with dark auburn shoulder-
length hair & full beard, likewise naked & fanning himself. Ihen the woman became
aware of H., she rushed to the man with a shriek of fear. H. uttered words of
apology, which were not understood, and held out his hand, to wnicn tne man respond
ed in bind. He asked them by signs where they came from; they pointed upwards &
pronounced a word that sounded liko "Mars." The man showed him the ship, which
was illuminated by a luminous ball a contained a luxurious coucn a robes, itotating
balls of metal activated the propellers & also the lights: "as they revolved, in
tense lights, stronger than any arc-light I ever saw, shone out red & green at the
sides ft intense white at the prow." Tho couple looked at his gray hair with sur
prise ft examined his watch with vronder, then activated the propellers* "The vessel
rose as lightly as a bird & shot away like an arrow." Hopkins's friends & business
associates called him perfectly reliable.

Investigator:

Source; St. Louis (Mo.) Post-Dispatch, 4/19/97 (courtesy of L. Farish); re
printed in Coleman & Clark, The Unidentified, p. 152.


























































